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Computing Marginal

Probability with the Sum Rule

Summation → Discrete

random variables!

Integration → Continuous

random variables!

Also known as marginalization!



Conditional Probability

In probability theory, conditional probability is a  

measure of the probability of an event given that (by  

assumption, presumption, assertion or evidence)  

another event has occurred



Chain Rule of Probability

In probability theory, the chain rule (also called the general product rule)  

permits the calculation of any member of the joint distribution of a set of random 

variables using only conditional probabilities



Independence

Two events are independent, statistically independent, or stochastically 

independent if occurrence of one does not affect 

probability of occurrence of the other

Similarly, two random variables are independent if realization of one

does not affect probability distribution of other





Conditional Independence

Two events x and y are conditionally independent given a third event z if 

occurrence of x and occurrence of y are independent events in their 

conditional probability distribution given z

In other words, x and y are conditionally independent given z if and only if (iff), 

given knowledge that z occurs, knowledge of whether x occurs provides no 

information on likelihood of y occurring, and knowledge of whether y occurs 

provides no information on likelihood of x occurring



Conditional Independence



//

//



Bayes, in English Please?

• What does Bayes’ Formula helps to find?

• Helps us to find:

P(B | A)

• By having already known:

P(A | B)



Causal Probability (useful for diagnostics):



Summary of Probability

• Probability is rigorous formalism for uncertain knowledge
• Joint probability distribution specifies probability of 

every atomic event
• Queries can be answered by summing over atomic events
• For nontrivial domains, we must find way to reduce joint 

probability distribution search space
• Independence & conditional independence = tools for reducing 

joint probability distribution table size

• Notions apply equally well to vector/matrix variables



Probability allows us to build models of 
stochastic, data-generating processes….

The venerable 
variational 

autoencoder….
….a probabilistic 
graphical model.



QUESTIONS?

Deep questions?!

Deep robots!
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